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Introduction

Bone is divided into trabecular and cortical components 
which are both highly vascularized (1). All trabecular bone, 

and the inner two-thirds of cortical bone receive their 

blood supply via the marrow cavity (2). The outer third of 

cortical bone receives its perfusion from the periosteum. 
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Background: Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) has been used to 
study perfusion in a wide variety of soft tissues including the bone marrow. Study of perfusion in hard tissues 
such as cortical bone has been much more limited because of the lack of detectable MR signal from them 
using conventional pulse sequences. However, two-dimensional (2D) ultrashort echo time (UTE) sequences 
detect signal from cortical bone and allow fast imaging of this tissue. In addition, adiabatic 2D inversion 
recovery UTE (IR-UTE) sequences can provide excellent signal suppression of soft tissues, such as muscle 
and marrow, and allow cortical bone to be seen with high contrast and reduced artefacts. We aimed to assess 
the feasibility of using 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE sequences to perform DCE-MRI in the cortical bone of 
rabbits and human volunteers.
Methods: Cortical bone perfusion was studied in rabbits (n=12) and human volunteers (n=3) using 2D UTE 
and 2D IR-UTE sequences on a clinical 3T scanner. Dynamic data with an in-plane resolution of ~0.5× 
0.5 mm2, single slice thickness of 3 mm for rabbits and 10 mm for human volunteers, and temporal resolution 
of 23 s for 2D UTE imaging of rabbits, 28 s for 2D UTE imaging of human volunteers, and 60 s for 2D IR-
UTE imaging of both the rabbits and human volunteers were acquired before and after the injection of a Gd 
contrast agent (Gd-BOPTA: Multihance; Bracco Imaging SpA, Milan, Italy). The dose was 0.06 mmol/kg 
for rabbits and 0.2 mmol/kg for human subjects. Kinetic analyses based on the Brix model, as well as simple 
calculations of maximum enhancement (ME) and enhancement slope (ES), were performed.
Results: The 12 rabbits showed a mean Ktrans of 0.36±0.07 min−1, Kep of 8.42±3.17 min−1, ME of 
28.30±6.83, ES of 0.35±0.18 for the femur with the 2D UTE sequence, and a mean Ktrans of 0.45± 
0.10 min−1, Kep of 9.80±0.50 min−1, ME of 48.84±12.12, and ES of 0.69±0.27 for the femur with the 2D IR-
UTE sequence. Lower ME and ES values were observed in the tibial midshaft of healthy human volunteers 
compared to rabbits. 
Conclusions: These results show that 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE sequences are capable of detecting 
dynamic contrast enhancement in cortical bone in both rabbits and healthy human volunteers. Clinical 
studies with these techniques are likely to be feasible. 
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Perfusion plays an important role in bone growth and 
development as well as in disease and bone healing. 
Several magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have 
focused on perfusion in the bone marrow in diseases of 
bone including osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, and multiple 
myeloma (2-5). Bone marrow perfusion is reduced in 
osteoporotic trabecular bone (6); this decreased vascularity 
may contribute to an increase in fracture risk (7). Reduced 
marrow perfusion occurs in synchrony with reduced bone 
mineral in vertebral trabecular bone (8). 

Most MRI studies of bone perfusion have involved bone 
marrow; there have been no MRI studies of perfusion in 
trabecular bone and very little has been published about 
perfusion in cortical bone, despite the fact that cortical bone 
comprises about 80% of the bone mass of the body. 

Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging 
(DCE-MRI) is a powerful technique which provides  
in vivo assessment of the microvascular properties of various 
lesions, such as cerebral infarction and brain tumors (9). 
Usually the technique requires acquisition of dynamic 
MRI signals over a region of interest (ROI) following the 
injection of a gadolinium-based contrast agent, using fast 
gradient echo sequences with typical echo times (TEs) of 
several milliseconds or longer. This is usually performed 
in tissues with T2s of several, or many milliseconds. 
DCE-MRI of cortical bone has not been amenable to 
study using this approach due to its extremely short T2* 
of approximately 0.3 to 0.5 ms (10) which results in no 
detectable signal from this tissue either without or with the 
addition of a contrast agent. 

With the advent of two-dimensional (2D) ultrashort echo 
time (UTE) MRI sequences with TEs typically 100 times 
or more shorter than those of conventional clinical gradient 
echo sequences, signal from cortical bone can be detected. In 
principle this could allow study of perfusion in cortical bone 
(10-13). However, 2D UTE sequences are subject to eddy 
currents and out-of-slice signal contamination which may 
distort DCE curves during evaluation of perfusion in cortical 
bone, especially for small animals such as rabbits, rats and 
mice. 2D inversion recovery UTE (IR-UTE) sequences have 
been used for high contrast imaging of cortical bone because, 
in addition to detecting signal from the bone, they can 
provide excellent suppression of long T2 signals from muscle 
and marrow (14). This may be important for the study of 
perfusion in cortical bone in order to avoid artifactual high 
signals from long T2 muscle and marrow contaminating 
contrast enhancement curves in cortical bone. The purpose 
of this study was to assess the feasibility of using both 2D 

UTE and 2D IR-UTE sequences on a clinical 3T scanner 
to demonstrate perfusion in the cortical bone of rabbits and 
healthy human volunteers.

Methods

Subjects

Twelve 6-month-old female New Zealand white rabbits 
were studied under protocols approved by the IACUC 
of the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). The 
rabbits were randomly divided into two groups (six in 
each group) and imaged with 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE 
sequences respectively (details below). Three healthy 
human volunteers (male: 38, 40, and 68 years old) were 
recruited for this part of the study which focused on the 
tibial midshaft. All studies were approved by the UCSD 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) and informed consent was 
obtained from each human subject.

Pulse sequences

All MRI experiments were performed on a Signa 3T 
scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA). A 7.6 cm 
diameter surface coil was used to improve the image signal 
to noise ratio (SNR). The basic 2D UTE pulse sequence 
employed two half radiofrequency excitations followed by 
radial ramp sampling (Figure 1A). A complete slice profile 
was generated by collecting data with the slice selection 
gradient in one direction and adding this to data collected 
with the polarity of the slice selection gradient reversed. In 
2D IR-UTE imaging (Figure 1B), an adiabatic fast passage 
(Silver Hoult) inversion pulse (pulse duration =8.64 ms) 
was added as a preparation pulse before the 2D UTE data 
acquisition. Clinical 2D gradient recalled echo (GRE) 
sequences were also performed for comparison.

MR data acquisition

All the UTE imaging parameters are summarized in Table 1. 
The rabbit study used a small field of view (FOV) of 6 cm, 
a thin slice of 3 mm, and an acquisition matrix of 128×128, 
whereas the human study used a large FOV of 12–15 cm, a 
thick slice of 10 cm, and an acquisition matrix of 320×320 
for the UTE, and 256×256 for the IR-UTE acquisitions. 
Other imaging parameters, including the repetition time 
(TR), TE, inversion time (TI), number of projections, flip 
angle (FA), bandwidth (BW), and number of excitations 
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Figure 1 Pulse sequence for 2D UTE imaging using half pulse excitation, radial center-out trajectory, and ramp sampling with a minimal 
nominal TE of 8 μs (A); an adiabatic IR preparation pulse was applied before the regular 2D UTE acquisitions to suppress signals from 
long T2 muscle and marrow providing high contrast imaging of cortical bone using 2D IR-UTE imaging (B). 2D UTE, two-dimensional 
ultrashort echo time; TE, echo time; IR, inversion recovery.

RF RF

Gz
Gz

Gx,y Gx,y

DAW DAWFID FID

TE =8 μs TE =8 μsA B Adiabatic IR pulse

Table 1 The imaging protocols for 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE imaging of rabbits and human volunteers, respectively. The scan time for a single 
slice 2D UTE or 2D IR-UTE image is the temporal resolution

MRI sequences TR (ms) TE (μs) TI (ms) FOV (cm) Thick (mm) Matrix #Proj Filp angle BW (kHz) NEX
Temporal 

resolution (s)

Rabbit study

UTE 29 8 – 6 3 128×128 403 35° 62.5 2 23

IR-UTE 300 8 110 6 3 128×128 101 60° 62.5 2 60

Human study

UTE 20 8 – 15 10 320×320 711 35° 250 2 28

IR-UTE 300 8 110 15 10 256×256 101 60° 250 2 60

2D UTE, two-dimensional ultrashort echo time; IR-UTE, inversion recovery UTE; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TR, repetition time; 
TE, echo time; TI, inversion time; FOV, field of view; #Proj, number of projections; BW, bandwidth; NEX, number of excitations.

(NEX) are listed in Table 1. A single axial slice was acquired 
with the imaging plane perpendicular to the femoral 
midshaft in order to minimize partial volume effects. The 
number of projections was adjusted to reduce streaking 
artifacts, and increase both SNR and temporal resolution. 
The temporal resolution was 23 s for 2D UTE imaging of 
rabbits, 28 s for 2D UTE imaging of human volunteers, 
and 60 s for 2D IR-UTE imaging in both the rabbits and 
human volunteers.

All the rabbits were anesthetized with intramuscular 
injections of 3% soluble pentobarbitone (1.0 mg/kg; Sigma, 
USA). Each rabbit was placed on a homemade plastic holder 
which also held the 7.6 cm diameter surface coil. The 
same coil was used in all the human volunteer studies. A 
single axial slice was acquired from the femur of the rabbits 
and from the tibial midshaft of the human volunteers. 
Contrast injection was conducted via a marginal ear vein 
in the rabbits and a forearm vein in the human volunteers. 
A low molecular weight Gd contrast agent (Gd-BOPTA: 
Multihance; Bracco Imaging SpA, Mila, Italy) was used. The 
dose was 0.06 mmol/kg for the rabbits, and 0.2 mmol/kg  

for the human subjects. Five to ten acquisitions were 
collected before contrast agent injection as a baseline. After 
injection the MR data acquisitions with the 2D UTE or 2D 
IR-UTE sequences were repeated for up to 60 min. 

MR data analysis

All the acquired images were analyzed using Matlab 2013A 
(Mathworks, Natick, MA). A custom-made fitting algorithm 
was coded under Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc., 
IL, USA), which treats both the kinetic model and MRI 
signal model together. With this approach MRI noise 
is propagated into the values of the pharmacokinetic 
parameters so that overall uncertainty can be estimated 
and correlations can be performed. The dynamic data were 
processed using a pharmacokinetic Brix model (15), which 
has advantages over the Tofts model for data fitting (16). 
ROIs in cortical bone as well as an adjacent artery [to obtain 
an arterial input function (AIF)] were manually selected 
so that perfusion of cortical bone could be compared with 
arterial blood changes. Four ROIs were placed in four 
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different regions (anterior, posterior, left and right) of 
cortical bone. These regions avoided bone boundaries in 
order to minimize partial volume and other artifacts from 
adjacent muscle and marrow. 

A blood baseline T1 of 1,400 ms and tibial cortex 
baseline T1 of 220 ms were assumed for kinetic analysis. 
Parameters including Ktrans and Kep

 were calculated (4). Ktrans 
reflects the size of the extravascular extracellular space that 
the contrast agents can penetrate, while Kep and the slope 
of the enhancement curve reflect the speed of contrast 
agent entry and wash out. Maximum enhancement (ME) 
and enhancement slope (ES) were calculated for further 
evaluation of cortical bone perfusion using the technique 
described by Griffith et al. (17). ME was calculated as the 
signal difference between maximal and minimal bone 
signal divided by the baseline signal. ES was calculated as 
the difference between maximal signal and baseline signal 
divided by the baseline signal, and further divided by the 
time interval between the two time points at which the 
minimal and maximal signal intensities of interest were 
reached (10% and 90% of the maximum signal intensity 
respectively). Both parameters were derived from the first-
pass phase of contrast enhancement and reflected the arrival 
of the contrast agent into the arteries and capillaries of 
cortical bone as well as its diffusion into the extracellular 
space and subsequent departure (17). The derived 
parametric perfusion data from 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE 
sequences were presented as means and standard deviations 

(SDs) over the multiple ROIs.

Results

The feasibility of high contrast UTE imaging of cortical 
bone is demonstrated in Figure 2, which shows imaging of 
the femur of a rabbit using 2D GRE (Figure 2A) and 2D IR-
UTE (Figure 2B) sequences. The 2D GRE sequence shows 
a signal void in the cortex of the femur (arrow), with high 
signal from surrounding muscle and bone marrow. The 2D 
IR-UTE sequence shows high signal in the cortex of the 
femur (arrow), with excellent suppression of muscle and 
marrow signals.

Representative 2D UTE imaging of the femur of a rabbit 
at three typical time points (pre-contrast, peak, and post-
contrast enhancement), as well as the contrast enhancement 
curves for ROIs drawn in the adjacent artery and femur, 
respectively, are shown in Figure 3. The 2D UTE image 
shows little contrast difference in the femur due to high 
signal from surrounding muscle and marrow. During 
peak enhancement, vessels are enhanced more than three-
fold, with slight enhancement in the muscle and about 
25% enhancement in the femur. However, the contrast 
enhancement in the femur appears “invisible” due to its 
low signal relative to the surrounding soft tissues before 
and after enhancement. The femur remained up to 20% 
enhanced about 15 min after contrast injection. 

Representative 2D IR-UTE imaging of the femur of 

Figure 2 The femur of a rabbit imaged with clinical 2D GRE sequence (A) and 2D IR-UTE sequence (B). (A) The clinical GRE sequence 
shows a signal void in the femur (arrow), while the (B) 2D IR-UTE sequence shows high signal and contrast in the rabbit femur (arrow). 2D 
GRE, two-dimensional gradient recalled echo; IR-UTE, inversion recovery ultrashort echo time.

A B
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Figure 3 Pre-contrast (A), peak enhancement (B), and post-contrast (C) 2D UTE images of a rabbit, as well as the contrast enhancement 
curves for ROIs drawn in the adjacent artery (D) and femoral midshaft (E), respectively. The femur showed a maximum enhancement value 
of around 25% and a post-enhancement value of around 20%, while the artery showed a maximum enhancement of around 250%. ROI, 
region of interest; 2D UTE, two-dimensional ultrashort echo time.

a rabbit at three typical time points (pre-contrast, peak, 
and post-contrast enhancement), as well as the contrast 
enhancement curves for ROIs drawn in the adjacent 
artery and the femur, respectively, are shown in Figure 4. 
Signals from muscle and marrow are suppressed on the 
pre- and post-contrast images. Higher signal was observed 
in the marrow during peak enhancement, largely due 
to the high contrast agent concentration which greatly 
shortened its T1, leading to a high signal with 2D IR-
UTE imaging. Signal enhancement in the femur, as well 
as in aponeuroses, is obvious in the post-contrast 2D IR-
UTE images. On these images blood in the artery has an 
enhancement of more than 15-fold, relative to its inverted 
and partially nulled pre-contrast signal. The femur cortical 
bone has a peak enhancement of about 60% and about 30% 
enhancement at 20 min after contrast injection.

Perfusion parameters from kinetic analyses based on the 
Brix model for the 12 rabbits imaged with 2D UTE and 
2D IR-UTE sequences, respectively, are shown in Table 2. 
A mean Ktrans of 0.36±0.07 min−1, Kep of 8.42±3.17 min−1, 
ME of 28.30±6.83, and ES of 0.35±0.18 were observed 

for the femur with the 2D UTE sequence, while a mean 
Ktrans of 0.45±0.10 min−1, Kep of 9.80±0.50 min−1, ME of 
48.84±12.12, and ES of 0.69±0.27 were observed for the 
femur with the 2D IR-UTE sequence. Higher perfusion 
parameters, especially ME and ES, were observed in the 
femur with the 2D IR-UTE sequence, which was expected 
as baseline soft tissue and bone signal are partially or wholly 
suppressed by the adiabatic IR preparation pulse, leading 
to greater contrast enhancement relative to this reduced 
signal.

Representative 2D UTE images of the tibial midshaft 
of a 38-year-old healthy volunteer pre-injection and at 
the peak of bone enhancement are shown in Figure 5. The 
local coil used for MRI signal detection improves SNR, 
but also produces non-uniform sensitivity, which is evident 
on Figure 5A. For better visualization of detail, average 
pre-injection data were subtracted from the post-injection 
image in Figure 5B. The AIF and bone ROIs are shown in 
Figure 5B with a red arrow and a red ellipse, respectively. 
The corresponding kinetic analyses are also displayed. Ktrans 
and Kep were estimated with a reasonably low error. 
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Representative 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE imaging of 
the tibial midshaft of two human volunteers aged 68 and  
40 years, respectively, at three typical time points 

(pre-contrast, peak, and post-contrast), as well as the 
corresponding bone perfusion curves are shown in Figure 6.  
2D IR-UTE pre-contrast images show good contrast for 
cortical bone. 40 min after contrast injection, images show 
high contrast visualization of aponeuroses. 2D IR-UTE 
perfusion in the two volunteers show different patterns for 
the 68-year-old and the 40-year-old subject. The 40-year-
old shows a curve with an early peak, a rapid decline and 
then a plateau. The curve in the 68-year-old is less peaked. 
In both volunteers, 2D UTE imaging shows much higher 
signal from muscle and marrow compared to cortical 
bone, and the perfusion curve shows a different pattern 
compared with that obtained from 2D IR-UTE imaging. 
Figure 7 shows perfusion curves for both volunteers, using 
global ROIs for cortical bone, as well as the AIF, contrast 
enhancement, and ES, respectively. The younger volunteer 
shows higher contrast enhancement with a higher ES. 
Lower enhancement and slower perfusion were observed 

Figure 4 Pre-contrast (A), peak enhancement (B), and post-contrast (C) 2D IR-UTE images of a rabbit, as well as the contrast enhancement 
curves for ROIs drawn in the adjacent artery (D) and femoral midshaft (E). On the 20 min post-contrast image (C), there is highlighting 
of the aponeuroses (arrow) of the leg, which are not so apparent in the pre-contrast scan. ROI, region of interest; 2D IR-UTE, two-
dimensional inversion recovery ultrashort echo time.
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Table 2 The mean and standard variation of pharmacokinetic 
parameters, Ktran, and Kep as well as ME and ES of the enhancement 
curve accessed by 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE imaging of the femur 
in rabbits

Pharmacokinetic 
parameters

UTE IR-UTE

Ktran (min−1) 0.36±0.07 0.45±0.10

Kep (min−1) 8.42±3.17 9.80±0.50

ME (%) 28.30±6.83 48.84±12.12

ES (%/s) 0.35±0.18 0.69±0.27

2D UTE, two-dimensional ultrashort echo time; IR-UTE, 
inversion recovery UTE; ME, maximum enhancement; ES, 
enhancement slope.
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Figure 5 2D UTE imaging of the tibial midshaft of a 38-year-old healthy volunteer: pre-enhancement image (A), subtraction of the peak- 
from pre-enhancement image (B), contrast enhancement curve for an arterial ROI (C), and bone ROI (D). Kinetic analysis shows a Ktran of  
0.23 min−1 and Kep of 0.58 min−1. ROI, region of interest; AIF, arterial input function; 2D UTE, two-dimensional ultrashort echo time.
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in the tibial midshafts of the volunteers compared with the 
femurs of the rabbits.

Discussion

Various studies have shown a relationship between bone 
perfusion, bone remodeling and fracture repair (17-29). 
Increased cortical bone turnover and inflammation are 
associated with increased blood flow (23). There is also 
a strong correlation between bone perfusion and bone 
mineral density (BMD) (24-27). However, the nature of 
cortical bone makes it difficult to investigate perfusion with 
MRI (28), because the MRI techniques used in most soft 
tissue studies are not effective when applied to bone (28).  
UTE-type sequences make it possible to directly evaluate 
perfusion in cortical bone by reducing TEs from the 
several milliseconds of conventional sequences down to 
milliseconds for 2D UTE sequences (e.g., 8 μs in our 
study).

Cortical bone perfusion can also be assessed with nuclear 
medicine-based techniques, such as 18F-Fluoride positron 

emission tomography (PET) (29). However, 18F-Fluoride 
PET is expensive, has a low spatial resolution and subjects 
the patient to ionizing radiation. MRI can provide much 
higher spatial resolution without ionizing radiation. 

The 2D UTE sequence with a minimal nominal TE 
of 8 μs enables detection of signal from cortical bone 
before it decays to near zero level. In addition, the 2D IR-
UTE sequence suppresses signals from long T2 muscle 
and marrow fat, providing high resolution and high 
contrast imaging of cortical bone (14). Contrast agent 
dynamics can be evaluated using the 2D UTE and 2D IR-
UTE sequences. 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE sequences 
are sensitive to eddy currents, which can lead to out-of-
slice signal contamination (30). 2D IR-UTE sequences 
may be preferred for assessing perfusion because they 
suppress high out-of-slice signals from marrow and 
muscle and reduce this problem. This may be particularly 
important in imaging cortical bone in small animals such 
as rabbits, and more particularly rats and mice. Signals 
from long T2 muscle and marrow fat are generally much 
higher than those from cortical bone (13). Out-of-slice 
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Figure 6 Pre-contrast (A,E), peak enhancement (B,F), and post-contrast (C,G) 2D IR-UTE images of two volunteers aged 68 and 40 years 
old, respectively, and the corresponding bone perfusion curves (D,H) derived from two small ROIs shown in (C,G). 2D UTE images of 
pre-contrast (I), peak-enhancement (J), and post-contrast (K), as well as the corresponding bone perfusion curve (L) are also shown for the 
40-year-old volunteer. 2D IR-UTE images show high contrast visualization of cortical bone, while 2D UTE images show low contrast 
visualization of cortical bone. The contrast enhancement patterns are different for the two volunteers and for the two different sequences. 
ROI, region of interest; 2D IR-UTE, two-dimensional inversion recovery ultrashort echo time.
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signal contamination may significantly distort contrast 
dynamic curves. We observed signal enhancement of 
more than 300% for cortical bone of rats when using 
2D UTE sequences (results not shown), while the signal 
enhancement was typically less than 80% for rabbits 
and 20% for healthy human volunteers. The high signal 
enhancement observed in cortical bone in this situation 
is likely to be mainly due to out-of-slice soft tissue signal 
contamination, leading to significant overestimation of 
bone perfusion. For small animals such as rats and mice, 
the 2D IR-UTE sequence is recommended for perfusion 
studies of cortical bone to reduce this problem.

Our results show that perfusion in cortical bone is lower 
than that in marrow (6,17,18). Griffith et al. investigated 
marrow perfusion in 42 healthy men, 17 men with OP, 
and 23 men with osteopenia, and reported a mean ME 
of (28.8±11.2)% and mean ES of (1.14±0.5)%/s (17). 
Furthermore, they found significantly decreased vertebral 
marrow perfusion indexes in osteoporotic subjects (mean 
ME: 23.52%; mean ES: 0.78%/s) compared with those in 

osteopenic subjects (mean ME: 28.36%; mean ES: 1.15%/s)  
and those in normal subjects (mean ME: 34.49%; mean 
ES: 1.48%/s). Those values were much higher than the 
perfusion indexes for cortical bone in healthy volunteers. 
Much higher perfusion indexes were observed in rabbits 
than in human volunteers.

Recent studies suggest that cortical and trabecular 
bone water exists in the form of pore water residing in 
the macroscopic pores and water bound to the organic  
matrix (31). It is l ikely that the dynamic contrast 
enhancement patterns are different for these two water 
pools. The adiabatic IR pulse can suppress not only signals 
from long T2 soft tissues like muscle and marrow, but also 
signals from pore water in cortical bone. After contrast agent 
arrival, pore water T1 is reduced, leading to a fast recovery 
after the adiabatic IR pulse. As a result, the IR-UTE signal 
enhancement in cortical bone shown in Figure 4E (~60%) 
is much greater than the UTE signal enhancement shown 
in Figure 3E (~25%). Furthermore, the 2D IR-UTE 
sequence can potentially detect contrast enhancement in 
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Figure 7 Global contrast enhancement curves for tibial midshaft (A), AIF (B), maximum enhancement (C), and enhancement slope (D) of 
the 68-year-old and 40-year-old volunteers, respectively, based on 2D IR-UTE imaging. The 40-year-old volunteer shows an early peak with 
a rapid decline and then a plateau, with higher maximum enhancement and enhancement slope than the 68-year-old volunteer, who shows a 
flatter contrast enhancement curve. AIF, arterial input function; 2D IR-UTE, two-dimensional inversion recovery ultrashort echo time.

the organic matrix, especially after contrast agent clearance 
from the blood and pore water compartments. The delayed 
enhancement in 2D IR-UTE imaging may be largely due to 
persistent contrast agent bound to the organic matrix. This 
unique technical capability may help with the development 
of a new iron or Gd based molecular T1 shortening agents 
targeting osteoclast or osteoblast activity similar to the 
approach used with delayed Gd-enhanced MRI of cartilage 
(dGEMRIC) technique (32). 

There are several limitations to our study. First, the 
sample size is very small, with only 12 rabbits and three 
healthy human volunteers. Second, we only showed the 
feasibility of assessing perfusion in the cortical bone of 
rabbits and healthy human volunteers using 2D UTE 
and 2D IR-UTE techniques. The capability of these 
techniques for evaluating the relation between cortical 
bone perfusion and bone remodeling as well as fracture 
repair is important, and remains to be studied. Third, the 
2D UTE sequence employs two half pulse excitations 
with opposite slice selective gradient polarities. Gradient 

profile distortion leads to out-of-slice signal contamination, 
producing an imperfect slice profile. Corrections of 
the residual slice selection gradients and time varying 
main field B0 (t) can be used to reduce out-of-slice signal 
contamination (30). Fourth, substantially higher perfusion 
indexes were observed in the rabbits compared with human 
volunteers, however, no histologic data were acquired 
to support this conclusion. More research is needed to 
verify and understand the difference. Fifth, the scan-
rescan reproducibility of the 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE 
sequences is affected by their relatively high sensitivity to 
eddy currents. We repeated the pre-contrast imaging over 
at least five time frames, and the signal oscillation was very 
small for arterial blood as can be seen from Figures 3D,4D, 
5D,7A,B. However, more oscillation was observed for 
cortical bone, as shown in Figures 3E,4E,5D,7A,B, which 
is likely due to the much lower SNR seen in cortical bone 
and therefore higher sensitivity to imperfect slice profiles 
associated with the half-pulse excitations used in 2D 
UTE imaging. Sixth, 3D UTE and 3D IR-UTE imaging 
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techniques allow volumetric imaging of cortical bone with 
reduced eddy current artifacts and may provide more robust 
evaluation of perfusion in cortical bone. Further research 
is needed. Finally, the accuracy and influence of temporal 
resolution in determining pharmacokinetic parameters 
from dynamic 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE imaging of 
cortical bone were not investigated in this study. Previous 
studies have demonstrated that more accurate perfusion 
modeling can be achieved with higher temporal resolutions 
(33,34). However, it is challenging to achieve high temporal 
resolution for bone imaging due to the requirement for two 
excitations with 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE imaging, the 
inefficiency in covering k-space with radial sampling (more 
spokes are required to fill k-space satisfying the Nyquist 
criteria), and the inherent low SNR of cortical bone 
imaging due to its low water proton density and extremely 
short T2* (13). More research is needed to determine the 
optimal temporal resolution for bone perfusion studies 
using 2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE, as well as the 3D versions 
of these sequences.

In conclusion, our preliminary results show that the 
2D UTE and 2D IR-UTE sequences are able to detect 
the DCE in cortical bone of both rabbits and healthy 
volunteers. Perfusion parameters for cortical bone can be 
derived from this data. Clinical studies using this approach 
appear to be feasible. 
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